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Abstract: Tor is a prominent low-latency anonymous communication system. But it is currently abused in numerous ways. Attackers

choose Tor because of its assurance of communication privacy. To gain an insight into such abuse, it is necessary to designed and
implemented a novel system, for the discovery and the systematic study of malicious traffic over Tor. In this paper a novel real-time
detection method based on fractal and information fusion is proposed. It focuses on the intrinsic macroscopic characteristics of
network. It regards network traffic as the signal, and synthetically considers the macroscopic characteristics of network under different
time scales with the fractal theory, including the self-similarity and the local singularity, which don’t vary with the topology structures,
the protocols and the attack types. To facilitate forensic traceback of malicious traffic, we implemented a dual-tone multi-frequency
signaling-based approach to correlate botnet traffic at Tor entry routers and that at exit routers.
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1. Introduction
Tor is a popular overlay network that provides anonymous
communication over the Internet for TCP applications and
helps fight against various Internet censorship [1]. It serves
hundreds of thousands of users and carries terabyte of traffic
daily. Unfortunately, Tor has been abused in various ways
[2]. Copyrighted materials are shared through Tor. The illicit
businesses can be deployed through Tor hidden service.
Attackers also run botnet Command and Control (C&C)
servers and send spam over Tor.
Attackers pick Tor as a result of its protection of
communication privacy, which is achieved in the following
way. A user uses source routing, selects a few Tor routers,
and builds an anonymous route along these Tor routers.
Traffic between the user and the destination is relayed along
this route. The last hop, called exit router, acts as a “proxy”
to directly communicate with the destination. Hence, Tor exit
routers often become substitutes and are barraged with
copyright act notices and botnet and spam complaints. Since
Tor exit routers are mainly hosted by volunteers, these
abusing activities prevent potential volunteers from hosting
exit routers and hinder the advancement of Tor as a largescale privacy-enhancing network.
In this work, an Improved Real Time Method for the analysis
of Malicious Traffic over Tor, which integrates an Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) along with DMFIF at Tor exit
routers for Tor malicious traffic detection is suggested. This
implements a defence mechanism to block malicious traffic.
The IDS is configured to send alerts to a monitoring agent,
which retrieves the source IP addresses and ports of the
suspicious traffic and sends the tear-down command to the
exit router through our modified Tor control protocol. The
exit router disconnects the specific connection. The system
deploy the IDS with extensive rule sets, which are updated

regularly to block as much malicious traffic. The proposed
system can be also used to traceback malicious traffic across
Tor for forensic purpose.
In this a real-time detection method (DMFIF) based on
fractal and information fusion is proposed. It regards network
flow as the signal, and focus on the intrinsic characteristics of
network, and synthetically takes into account the
macroscopic characteristics of network traffic under the
different time scales with the fractal theory, including the
self-similarity and the local singularity, which don’t vary with
the topology structures, the protocols. Firstly, the selfsimilarity and the local singularity are used to describe
accurately the characteristics of network traffic, and two
detection results are acquired by using the nonparametric
CUSUM algorithm to detect the traffic abnormalities of the
above characteristics, and the final detection result is
acquired by fusing the above two detection results with the
Dempster-Shafer evidence theory.
We propose a dual-tone multi-frequency (DTMF) signaling
based approach to correlate botnet traffic at Tor entries and
that at Tor exits. We use “phantom” IRC messages, which do
not interfere with the bot or botmaster, and pack these IRC
messages into cells and control the cell transmission
frequencies at our exit router. Two frequencies are used to
embed secret binary signals into a target circuit. Once the two
feature frequencies are detected at our controlled entry
routers, the suspect botnet IP address can be identified.

2. Malicious Traffic Detection
In this area, we first present the architecture design to gather
and analyse malicious traffic in the live Tor system and
afterward expound the detailed framework setup.
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2.1 System Architecture for malicious traffic collection
Tor traffic can be classified as inbound and outbound traffic.
Inbound Tor traffic is encrypted and transmitted between OR
and OR or between OP and OR. Outbound Tor traffic is
decrypted by the Tor exit router and forwarded to an
application server. An exit router behaves as a proxy for a
Tor client and communicates with the application server.

destination of a suspect connection from the alerts and sends
our customized disconnection command to the Tor exit
router through the Tor control protocol. The Tor exit router
obtains the IP address and port, and then searches its
connection list. Once the suspect connection is found, the
corresponding connection will be terminated.
3.1 Overview of DMFIF

Figure 1: System Architecture for malicious traffic
collection
The system consists of four logical components: a firewall,
an IDS using DMFIF, a transparent proxy, and a Tor exit
router. Port forwarding is enabled at the firewall to enable
communication between the exit router and middle routers in
the public network. To attract other Tor clients to select our
exit router, our exit router is set to accept all traffic and has a
relatively large average bandwidth.

3. Blocking of Malicious Traffic

Figure 2: Blocking Malicious Traffic
The intrusion detection alerts from IDS based on the analysis
of DMFIF and make a decision of either disconnecting or
keeping the corresponding outbound traffic through our
custom Tor control protocol. Fig.2 illustrates the structure of
the system for this purpose.
In this defense system, there are four components: a Tor exit
router, an IDS based on DMFIF, a sentinel, and a database.
The IDS monitors traffic passing through the exit router and
sends alerts to the sentinel for real-time processing and to the
database for offline analysis. The sentinel retrieves the

Figure 3: The process of DMFIF
The detection method proposed in the paper focuses on the
intrinsic characteristics of network, which reflects not the
“unique” abnormalities of P2P botnet but the “common”
abnormalities of them. It regards network traffic as the signal,
and synthetically considers the characteristics of network
under different time scales with the fractal theory, including
the self-similarity and the local singularity, which don’t vary
with the topology structures, the protocols and the attack
types of P2P botnet [30]. Firstly, the self-similarity and the
local singularity are used to describe accurately the
characteristics of network, and two detection results are
acquired by using the nonparametric CUSUM algorithm to
detect the traffic abnormalities of the above characteristics,
and the final detection result is acquired by fusing the above
detection results with the Dempster-Shafer evidence theory.
3.1.1 Fractal Theory
Fractal refers to a rough or fragmented geometric shape
which is able to split into parts, each of which is (at least
approximately) a reduced-size copy of the whole shape.
Network traffic exhibits the characteristics of the signal, and
it can be regarded as the signal. The studies showed that
network traffic exhibits an inherent characteristic fractal,
including the self-similarity (Single fractal) under the large
time scale and the local singularity (Multi-fractal) under the
small time scale. The botnet will make the number of IP
packets increase, which leads to the change of the selfsimilarity and the local singularity of network traffic, so P2P
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botnet can be detected with the help of the above
characteristics.
Self-similarity: Studies have demonstrated that the selfsimilarity process is able to better describe the characteristics
of network traffic than the traditional short-term correlation
model. Self-similarity refers to that there is a certain degree
of consistency between the local structure and the overall
structure.
Local singularity: For many non-uniform fractal processes,
one dimension is not able to describe all the characteristics of
it. After in-depth studies on TCP flow, found that the selfsimilarity is only one aspect of the fractal of network traffic
under the large time scale. The network traffic exhibits selfsimilarity under the large time scale, but it behaves
differently under the small time scale. Compared with the
constant scale parameter under the large time scale, signals
under the small time scale possess an irregular changing
exponent, so these signals have been called multi-fractal.
Generally speaking, self-similarity focus on the global
characteristics of a process, and the self-similarity describes
how the whole process changes from one scale to another. In
other word, it characterizes the characteristic of a process
under the large time scale. On the contrary, multi-fractal
cares more about the local singularity of a process, which
means the characteristic of a process under the small time
scale. Multi-fractal is the extension and refinement of selfsimilarity, and is able to flexibly describe the irregular
phenomenon under the local time scale that has little
connection to the self-similarity of the network traffic under
the large time scale.

In the paper the Dempster-Shafer evidence theory is used to
fuse the above two detection results, which allows one to
combine evidences from different sources and arrive at a
degree of belief that takes into account all the available
evidences. Often used to fuse the information of sensor, the
Dempster-Shafer evidence theory is based on two ideas:
obtaining degrees of belief for one question from subjective
probabilities for a related question, and Dempster’s rule for
combining such degrees of belief when they are based on
independent items of evidence.
3.1.4 Process of DMFIF
Let t denote the current time, the process of DMFIF is:
(a) Capture network data from monitoring device, and get the
number of IP packets. Meantime, get PAt of TCP flow to
identify that whether the abnormalities of network traffic are
caused by P2P botnet or P2P application programs, so as to
weaken the side effect on detecting the P2P botnet which the
P2P application programs generate.
(b) Detect the abnormities of traffic flow under different time
scale with the fractal theory.
Detect the abnormities of traffic flow under the large time
scale Calculate the Hurst exponent with the method based on
the sliding window, and then get the parameter Hustt to
describe the self-similarity of network traffic under the large
time scale, and finally get the output f(Hustt) after input Hustt
into the nonparametric CUSUM algorithm.
Detect the abnormities of traffic flow under the small time
scale Calculate the Holdert exponent to describe the local
singularity of network traffic under the small time scale, and
get the output f(Holdert) after input Holdert into the
nonparametric CUSUM algorithm.

3.1.2 Nonparametric CUSUM algorithm
Non-parametric CUSUM (Cumulative Sum) algorithm is able
to detect the changes of the mean of a statistical process. It
cumulates the small offset so as to achieve the effect of
amplifying the offset. And it is typically used for monitoring
change detection, and it is a sequential analysis technique,
and it satisfies the requirements of detecting P2P botnets.
The Hurst exponent Hurstt of the self-similarity and the
Holder exponent Holdert of the local singularity are
separately input into CUSUM to detect the abnormalities.

(c) Get the fused detection result PFt with the DempsterShafer evidence theory.

3.1.3 Dempster-shafer evidence theory
Since the characteristics of P2P botnet are complex and
changeable, using a single network characteristic to describe
the details of the network changes to detect botnet can lead to
high false negative rate and false positive rate, so the
information fusion method of decision level is adopted to
solve the problem. There are many information fusion
methods of decision level, include the Bayesian theory and
the Dempster-Shafer evidence theory. The Bayesian theory
requires the priori probability and the conditional probability
for each question of interest, and requires that all the
hypotheses are mutually independent and that all the
hypotheses construct a complete set. The Dempster-Shafer
evidence theory is a generalization of the Bayesian theory of
subjective probability and it doesn’t require the priori
probability and conditional probability, and it is able to
reduce the hypothesis set by combining the evidences
gradually.

The goal of traceback is to correlate botnet traffic at an exit
router and that at an entry router across Tor. For this purpose,
adopt the dual-tone multi-frequency (DTMF) signaling
approach [32], which has been used for telecommunication
signaling over analog telephone lines in the voice frequency
band between telephone handsets, other communications
devices and the switching center. In DTMF, to send a single
key such as “9”, we select a low frequency and a high
frequency, and send a sinusoidal tone of the two frequencies.
The tone is decoded by the switching center to determine the
key that was transmitted. The original DTMF adopts 8
frequencies to represent 4 × 4 = 16 keys. Here introduced a
DTMF signaling based approach to tracing the botmaster or
bots over Tor. In the following, represent the basic idea and
the workflow,

(d) Synthesize the outputs and make the decision.

4. Dual-Tone
Multi-Frequency
Based Traceback

Signaling
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Figure 4: Workflow of the DTMF signaling
The basic idea of tracing botnet traffic is that at the
controlled exit router, first inject extra cells at alternating
frequencies that represents a signal into the suspect circuit
and then attempt to confirm the signal at our controlled entry
routers. If one entry detects the signal, this entry will be used
to identify the IP addresses of botnet hosts, which actually
create the suspect circuit. The DTMF signaling uses two
different frequencies to represent bit 0 and bit 1, respectively.
Step 1 (Detecting Suspect Circuit): With the help of an IDS
using DMFIF, the exit router can find the suspect connection
and corresponding circuit, which transmits the IRC bot
traffic. The IP address and port are obtained accordingly.
Step 2 (Modulating Traffic): Once a suspect circuit is
detected, inject artificial cells into the circuit and start the
traceback procedure. For an IRC channel, messages in the
injected cells should not be displayed. Two distinct
frequencies for transmitting cells, denoted as feature
frequencies, are selected to represent 0 and 1, respectively,
and modulate a signal into the injected traffic.
Step 3 (Collecting and Pre-Processing Data): At our
controlled entry routers, record cells for each circuit in order
to derive the feature frequency embedded in cells and recover
a signal.
Step 4 (Recovering Signal): In this step, we apply the Fourier
transform. If a circuit indeed carries the botnet traffic, strong
amplitudes will be observed at feature frequencies. The IP
address that creates the suspect circuit will disclose the
suspect botnet.

5. Conclusion
In this work, a novel system for the discovery, blocking, and
traceback of malicious traffic over Tor is introduced. The
proposed system inspects the passing traffic through an IDS
using DMIFIF at a Tor exit router. To block malicious traffic
at an exit router, deployed IDS to forward alerts to a sentinel
agent of proposed system, which can dynamically disrupt
malicious traffic through our Tor control protocol. An
effective real-time detection method (DMFIF) based on the
fractal and information fusion theory is suggested to improve
the existing methods. It synthetically considered the
characteristics of network under different time scales with the
fractal theory, including the self-similarity and the local
singularity, which reflect the intrinsic characteristics of
network and don’t vary with the topology structures. To
facilitate forensic analysis, we designed an effective dualtone multi-frequency (DTMF) signaling based approach to
tracing malicious traffic across Tor.
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